MEDSILESIA CLUSTER
PUBLIC - BUSINESS SUPPORT ORGANISATION

COUNTRY / REGION:
Poland/Upper Silesia

CONTACT:
Alicja Michalik
amichalik@gapr.pl
medsilesia@gapr.pl
+48 32 33 93 180
+48 795 195 683
www.medsilesia.com

ADDRESS:
Ul. Wincentego Pola 16
44-100 Gliwice

WE ARE THE ORGANIZATION THAT:
• Creates cooperation network and supporting entrepreneurship and innovation in the field of medical products and devices;
• Our main target are other clusters with which we would like to cooperate in order to exchange experiences and products of MedSilesia members;
• Creates conditions for effective commercialization of universities and R&D units’ research results. Support within the scope of internationalization and export activities;
• We are the only technological National Key Cluster bringing together several dozen producers of medical devices, research institutes, universities and companies creating innovative technologies for medicine;
• We are working on a project called “MedSilesia Go Global”, created to promote associated organizations on international markets. Also, we are one of the partners in S3martMed project, which goal is to participate in the implementation of the Smart Specialisation policies with Regions and encourage future investments in medical technologies;
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